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The Smog Free Project

Interview 

process making machine in name of ecology

Everything is hand made, we elaborate all of our projects in our own studio (no 
transport)

materials- durable in the process of making

its constantly on- they control the shutter to harvest the fibers/dust of the pollution

leftover dust- dont have any leftovers, they actually come on short

capacity tower- the capacity of the tower will not increase but it will suck up more 
pollution in higher polluted areas

more and bigger?- There will be coming more buildings  (on playgrounds, due to 
government legislations)  and bigger ones in for the capacity

passing awareness on the government and amongst society. He is working on the root; 
his goal is NOT to make the machines anymore.

physical effects; experiment with laserpointer; polluted means visible laser. Unpolluted/
clean means invisible laser

Benefit health- reduces cancer cases / death 
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pollution as starting point- after visiting china, he realized the seriousness of pollution by 
visually and physically experiencing it people take it for granted; used to it. not being 
aware of the seriousness

process ring- durable materials, handmade in the future maybe robotized. 

not reslly clear; its made in his studio which is durable. Not sure about sophistication 
process of the materials used.

made from- pollution, glass, iron/silver

ring sell- sold out, so many buyers ran out of pollution to make more rings

rings reason- up cycling. make something beautiful out of pollution to raise awareness. 
Ring is also very personal so you engage with the buyers

vaster environment instead of bubble?- Its going to be put in playgrounds open spaces. 
(due to legislations/government etc.) bigger device for vaster reach

effectivenesss high polluted- bigger machine=same effect
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Typed Out Interview Daan Roosegaarde
Here is one of the first Smog Free Towers we made. It sucks up 30.000 m3 smog per 
hour. 

It’s constantly on?

Yes it’s always on. Once per day we do this *opening the shutters with a remoter* and 
this is how we collect the harvested smog. the machine we use below is a way to 
harvests the smog, how we collect the harvest. you can see below there are these 
drawers, you can open them up like a beehive. That’s how we collect the smog.

Can I take a picture?

Yes sure.

And it looks like this grass is way more healthier than the rest of the grass around 
it. Is that on purpose.

Even the rabbits seem to like it even better as well.

And it’s really because of the machine here?

Yes and we worked a bit on it, but it does work a bit, yeah.

It’s like a spaceship, huh?

Yeah, it really is! haha. It looks cool. The first thing we noticed was the grass is 
greener, kind of, and fuller. so maybe it was because of the clean air around it. as 
like; this is the bubble.

you build it here in the studio?

Yeah, so this is one of the first. And right now its going on tour to Mumbai and Beijing. 
It’s made in such a way that we can install it and deinstall it like a pavilion. 
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and how does it  clean the air more effectively?

75%.. it’s the exact same way, so what it does basically,  you have a balloon, huh? and 
you polish it with your hand it becomes static. so it’s attracting. So basically, we do that 
same principal but then on the nano-scale. on the ultra-fine scale. That technology is 
called ionization. You have the neutral parts which are the smog particles and you hit 
them with bottom of ion(inaudble) so you attract particles. It’s the only way of getting 
really large volumes of cleaned air in a safe, energy-friendly way.

The pollution in china is like, really really, high. how much percent of that can it 
suck up?

It would be the same, the amount of smog. Only the harvest would be more. but it would 
still be able to, it’s actually designed for Beijing and it’s smog, so if the air quality level is 
above 24 the US says that it’s not healthy/good anymore, so Rotterdam is , I think, 33. 
But Beijing was over 400, so you would get a lot more. Just to give you the idea of the 
impact. You will live shorter, children get lung cancer at the age of 6. And so this is, 
meant as a local solution for parks, playgrounds. So people can be outside again. it’s not 
a solution for a whole city, of course. You need government (elaboration) electrical cars, 
clean industry for that. But I think it’s a very tactile example of the new world. Because, 
before, nobody really cared about it, in a way. 

So this is the ‘Dream Factory’ in a way. Where we designed it and engineered and invent 
all these projects/things. This is the big space where we do a lot of prototypes, made 
maquettes, so we had a big exhibition and the artworks come and go and upstairs, I’ll 
show you later, we have the (studio?) So this is the Ring. This is the stuff we’re sucking 
up from the air. So this was the ‘smog’.

And it comes like this, or ?

Yes, we scraped it. So this is already compressed in a way. So this is in our lungs right 
now. We thought we should do something with that, so here we compress it for 30 
minutes and then you get a smog free ring. In share 1000 m3 meter of clean air. 

How is the ring actually made? where is it made?

It’s here, yeah. 
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What material is it made out of?

The smog cube is compressed for 30 minutes. so you get the little cube inside. And the 
rest is all high-end materials which is quite durable. The glass acrylic box that you see 
here is one is to protect you from the toxic in the smog (so you won’t be able to touch it ) 
it,s poisonous. but secondly I liked the notion thats it’s kind of like a building-block, like a 
lego brick. then we have the cufflinks for the gentlemen here.

And the process of making, is it, do you need a factory for it?

we set up a small production line here the first people could pre-order it on Kickstarter. 
It’s a crowdfunding campaign. So we had more than 6000 people participating and the 
finance we got with that helped us to built the first tower. So that is interesting. That 
somehow the the sharable becomes enabler to the the solution. So we had a first 
production line, but when it’s gonna tour to Beijing we will make it more like a product. 
more alternative. 

Okay, so it’s also sold in Beijing?

Yeah, it’s always gonna stick to The Smog Free Tower. because, of course, you have to 
harvest the smog . And actually, right now, we ran out of smog, so there are no more 
rings made now. 

And the process; there’s also thought about the durability of the process of 
making the ring? 

Yeah, well, the design is in such a way that we use the most durable material. And, of 
course, we are using the waste, which would otherwise been thrown away. first serie is a 
lot of handwork but we already have a mould and some parts are more ‘product’ and 
some are still by hand. next patcher will be a bigger scale, you have to let go of the 
handwork. Later it will be more robotized. 

First, you make a first batch and then you learn, you upgrade, you keep going from proto 
to product. 
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we have a lot of press of all of our projects (show publications and prizes in the library)

From the Smog Free Tower to children books where they illustrate our van Gogh Path 
(project). In June there was World Economic Form where there we’re all this… Bill Gates 
and these big leaders going through it. Up to Asia; Asia is very important to us. 

Here is where the designers are at work. Most of them are on tour; we have a big show 
in London. But here is where we do all the tactical drawings. Cause nobody knows how 
to built it so we do it ourselves. It goes all the way; up to all the details. 

Here it sucks it up and eventually spits out the clean air. and this is the mechanism that 
you saw opening it up. its actually made with these steel pins so it can be easily 
dismantled. so it’s kind of like a pavilion it takes one or two days. 

Is it meant for public?

Yeah, it is. 

We work on project of Schiphol and  we’re working on The Afluitdijk Project. 

what is very important ; the publicness, the technology and sort of the ‘improving life’. I 
think this is a tactile example. These are the prototypes.

We keep prototyping to check the volume. From this (proto) to that (device) is 2 years. 
You see the cubes..

They are toxic, you said? 

Yeah. you don’t wanna touch that. 

I cant believe we have that in our lungs..

Yes! don’t live next to a highway!
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we are sorta influenced by the place we inhabit , but it’s funny when we were working on 
the production  it was on a friday night, we walked outside and then we saw this (pattern 
of the building that look exactly like the design of the ring)

now we cannot unseen it anymore. What was your trigger to get to know more about 
this?

Does the weather influence the working of the machine?

Yes the rain works as a spray. So it sprays away the smog. So, when it rains, it’s good. 
One of the solutions the Chinese government have is building these mega sprays. To 
wash away the smog.You just spray it away.. it just get into the water. and into your body. 

Could this actually work on bigger scale? Like in China or something. We have 
like, small adjustments into lifestyle, like buy more biodegradable products.. but 
this project has way more impact. 

Indoor it’s easy, but next step is to make bigger ones. we wanted to make the first one 
like a park. like an air temple to make a statement. 

I happened to see a photo of the Chinese guy with the vacuum cleaner. 

yes, i know him! There are over 300 people who have their own smog-free solution, like 
bicycles that suck up polluted air, clean it and spit out the clean air. you can cycle and 
still, so somewhere it’s more symbolic and more functional. But it’s good! you need that 
spark in the city.

Yes, it’s really a statement.

I think, also with the bicycle, people also get more aware; they can help as well.

you need technology but you also need engagement. it becomes more emotional, 
somehow. if you like to share.. something beautiful. Otherwise it’ll become something 
more like; “oh, the government should take care of it.” then they kind push it away.
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How did you come up with the smog problem, we also saw a project about 
Cowspiricy, it’s about the animal agriculture industry as polluter.

Well you can choose anything, like CO2. But I chose smog because, I got interested in 
it, I had a room in Beijing on the second floor, on Sunday I could see the floret on 
Monday/Tuesday it was all covered by smog like physical, like a veil. YOU COULDN’T 
EVEN SEE THE BUILDING ON THE OTHERSIDE OF THE STREET. so it became very 
tactile and you come to realize that this layer kills people. very direct and, so it became 
very interesting. IT WAS A CLICK-MOMENT and I just started. you follow your 
obsessions. 

I was standing in the bubble of clean air for a couple of minutes. but I reckon you 
have to stand much longer in that to actually notice difference. Did you do an 
experiment to actually see physical effects ?

Yeah, so if it’s really polluted which in The Netherlands doesn’t happen, you can shine a 
laserpointer in the air and actually see the laser; light needs reflection. this happens in 
Beijing, for example. you see it’s so polluted. The more pollution the lighter the ray. The 
problem is with this kind of fine fibers is you can’t see them, feel them, hear them, smell 
them… the smaller they are, the more invincible, the deeper they get into your body so 
the more damage it has.  It has something silent about it.

and that makes it also a bit mysterious and that’s sorta very interesting. And at the 
moment you have this bag in your hand and you’re like… you’re not planning on opening 
another charcoal factory, so you go for windmills. But nobody made it visible.  So that is 
sort of the role of an artist, to make a tactile infuse it with imagination and to come up 
with new proposals. 

To hopefully in 10 years, these babies won’t be necessary..
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